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Friday - May 10, 2019                   10:06 a.m. 

P R O C E E D I N G S 

---000--- 

THE CLERK:  Calling civil action C-15-2672, In Re:

Volkswagen Clean Diesel Marketing, Sales, Practices and

Products Liability Litigation and civil action C-19-1391,

United States Securities and Exchange Commission versus

Volkswagen.

Counsel, please step forward and state your appearances.

MR. HAYES:  Good morning, Your Honor, Dan Hayes and

Kevin Wisniewski on behalf of the Securities and Exchange

Commission.

MR. HARROD:  Good morning, Your Honor, James Harrod

from Bernstein Litowitz Berger and Grossman for Plaintiffs in

the Securities action.  I would just like to note for the

record that with me today in the courtroom is Robyn Smith who

is the executive secretary of ASHERS, the Arkansas State

Highway Employment Retirement System.  Thank you.

MR. GIUFFRA:  Good morning, Your Honor, Robert Giuffra

with Sullivan & Cromwell for the Volkswagen Defendants. I'm

here with my partner Sharon Nelles and Suhana Han.  It is good

to be here again.  Thank you.

MR. JOSEPH:  Good morning, Your Honor, Gregory Joseph,

Joseph Hage Aaronson for Martin Winterkorn.

THE COURT:  Let me take the SEC matter first, which I
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have a couple of comments about.  My basic question is what

took you so long?  And I think it is important to review -- as

they say in bridge -- the bidding.

In 2015 in September the EPA issued its notice in a very

public forum -- I actually read it in the New York Times --

almost on the 19th or 20th or when it was.  And, of course, it

received enormous international publicity.

On December 8th of 2015, as a result of literally hundreds

of lawsuits, the Multi-district Litigation Panel meeting in, I

think, New Orleans -- but I'm not quite sure -- I was on the

panel -- created a multi-district litigation case, which is

what is in front of me today.  And in response to that, the

Court issued orders setting forth a first conference, a process

for selection of the Plaintiffs steering committee and various

types of representation of interested in parties, and that was

in 2015.

In 2016 in January in response to the creation of the

multi-district litigation, the Department of Justice -- you are

familiar with them -- filed a complaint and sought -- I don't

know that they actually filed in this court or filed in

Michigan.  I forget in which -- but it was with the

understanding it would be filed here ultimately.

MR. GIUFFRA:  It was Michigan and then here,

Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Michigan and then here.  I'm just testing
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my recollection.

And on the next day, January 5th, the Court appointed lead

counsel in the ADR shareholders suit.  February 22nd, the

Plaintiffs steering committee -- as it was constituted by this

Court -- filed a -- I don't know what it was -- a first amended

complaint or consolidated complaint, something of that nature.

Interestingly, on March 29th of 2016, the Federal Trade

Commission filed its complaint in an effort, which ultimately

was successful, to vindicate certain larger consumer --

consumer claims; that is to say, that they saw their role for

the overall protection of the consumer public as distinct from

the individual shareholders -- I mean, consumer complaints.

In May of 2016, the ADR shareholders filed a complaint.

In June, California filed its complaint; and in July of 2015,

the Court gave preliminary approval to the 2-liter settlement.

That was followed in October by final approval of the 2-liter

settlement, and both the EPA and CARB entered into with

Volkswagen partial consent decrees in which the Federal Trade

Commission stipulated to judgment.  And in December the

bondholders filed their complaint, all of which was three years

ago roughly.

In 2017, February, the Court gave preliminary approval of

the 3-liter settlement and followed in May, final approval of

the 3-liter settlement.  EPA and CARB gave partial consent

decrease, and the Federal Trade Commission stipulated to
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judgment.  And in August of 2017 the bondholders filed their

first amended complaint.  

2018 in April the bondholders filed their second amended

complaint.  August 28th the ADR Plaintiffs and Volkswagen

agreed to a settlement, and in November of 2018 the Court

granted a preliminary approval of ADR settlement.

That takes us through 2018.  Not a word did we hear from

the Securities Exchange Commission of the United States until

March 14th of 2019 when the SEC filed its complaint.

So I want to find out from you why you would wait three

years after all of this litigation, all of these settlements,

all of these efforts, enormous devotion of judicial and

parties, resources, including the Government of the United

States through the Department of Justice and through the

Federal Trade Commission and the State agencies and EPA and the

State agencies through CARB and the Attorney Generals of the

States of the United States, all of those efforts and not a

word from the SEC.

I want to remind you that the symbol of the Securities

Exchange Commission is the symbol right up there of the eagle.

It's not a carrion hawk that simply descends when everything is

all over and sees what it can get from the Defendants.  So I am

totally mystified as to why you waited three years before you

surfaced.

And I want to remind you that you seek equitable relief in
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this transaction -- in this lawsuit.  And we all went to law

school where we learned that in order to seek equity you must

do equity, and that one of the principles that is involved is

the speed with which you move in order to seek the relief that

you are demanding.

So you can choose to answer, but I'm going to get an

answer before this litigation moves to the second step.

MR. HAYES:  Yes, Your Honor.  Thank you.  As

Your Honor knows, we moved as quickly as we could.  I mean, we

conducted investigation.  So once we became aware of the

allegations -- the clean diesel fraud, so to speak, probably in

much the same way Your Honor became to become aware of it -- we

opened an investigation.  We conducted an investigation that

specifically focused on whether there were violations of the

securities laws.  That takes time.

In our case, you got overseas investors.  You have got

foreign defendants.  We moved as quickly as we can.  We weren't

totally in the dark in the sense -- obviously the public may

not have known, but we were well known to Volkswagen,

Winterkorn and the other players, we participated -- there were

settlement negotiations.  I don't want to get into specifics

here.  We were involved in settlement negotiations.  Ultimately

at the end of the day, there was no settlement with us,

Your Honor.

Once we got to a position where we felt like we have
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completed as much as of the investigation as we can complete to

determine whether or not that there were violations of the

securities laws with respect to the bonds -- the bonds that

were issued by Volkswagen in the United States as well as the

ABS, we sought the commission's approval to file the action,

and we did so in March of this year.

THE COURT:  So I have before me your complaint which

is 69 pages in which there are roughly 282 paragraphs.  So I'm

ordering the SEC to go through their complaint,

paragraph-by-paragraph, and set forth by way of declaration

when they discovered each of the factual allegations that are

set forth in the paragraphs.  You are telling me that you moved

as quickly as you could, so we will see.  We will see when did

you learn the facts you allege in paragraph X, Y and Z.  I

want -- I'm ordering you to do that.

Secondly, I'm directing that you set forth in a

declaration your reasons for waiting until March of this year

to file this complaint.  If you wish as to that, you may do so

under seal ex parte.  But I want to be satisfied that you

moved, as you say to me, as quickly as you could.  And I must

say, I'm somewhat skeptical because everybody else was able to

move years before you moved.  But there may be things I'm

unaware of.  I don't run the SEC.  There may be things I'm

unaware of why your agency was so encumbered that it could not

move on a parallel track with all the other entities that I
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mentioned.

So please file that declaration -- both declarations, one

under seal if you wish.  I leave it up to you -- as to your

reasons for waiting.  And as to the declaration of when you

knew what you knew, that should be filed publically.

And you are instructed to talk to lawyers at the SEC,

anybody who participated in the drafting or was aware of these

factors in their professional capacity as attorneys for the SEC

or investigators for the SEC to formulate your response which

will be a declaration as to when you knew what you knew or what

you knew when you knew.  All right.

MR. HAYES:  Yes, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Okay.  And please -- I think you need some

time to do that, and so I will give you 60 days to do both

declarations.

All right.  Now, I am also -- have a stipulation with

respect to various motions and moving the case forward.  I'm

not going to sign it at this time because I want to be

satisfied that the SEC acted properly in connection with

employing the resources now of the court in this litigation.

I'm not suggesting they didn't.  I'm simply saying in light of

the lateness of this filing, it has raised issues that I

want -- I want to be -- I want addressed before proceeding any

further in this case.  Okay.  All right.

Anything from the defense?  And I don't want to get into
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what anybody knew at what time and so forth or settlement

discussions and so forth.  I don't care about that at this

point.  The ball is in the SEC's court to act.  Is there

anything further?

MR. GIUFFRA:  No, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Thank you very much.  That takes care of

the SEC.

MR. HAYES:  Thank you, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Now, let's move to the next matter.

MR. HARROD:  Thank you, Your Honor, James Harrod for

the Plaintiffs in the Securities -- the ADR actions.

THE COURT:  Okay.  This matter is on for final

approval.

MR. HARROD:  That's correct, Your Honor.

THE COURT:  Is there anybody that wishes to be heard

on this?  

(No audible response.)

THE COURT:  So the court is satisfied that the motion

is well taken for the approval of the settlement and the motion

for attorneys' fees and expenses and therefore enters the order

approving the matter.

MR. HARROD:  Thank you, Your Honor.  I would like to

say -- as the parties did in the prior case -- that we are

very, very grateful for the Court and the court staff's

attention to this case.  There has been a lot of litigation,
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and we are very pleased with the result; and I'm very, very

grateful for the attention of everyone involved.

THE COURT:  And thank you for your efforts and all

efforts in that regard.

MR. HARROD:  It was a pleasure.  Thank you.

THE COURT:  Okay.  Anything else?

MR. GIUFFRA:  No.  Thank you, Your Honor.

(Proceedings adjourned at 10:23 a.m.) 

---oOo--- 
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